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MARSEILLES BORELY - 17 October 

 

Race 4 

1. JACKSON EN BOIS - Only ninth over 2000m last time but should fare better 

at this longer distance and could reach a place.  

2. ERMINA - Winner two runs back and may not have stayed the distance when 

eighth at Nimes 2600m next time. Stamina concerns.  

3. LEAPING - Gained a rare success over this distance in June and produced 

a fair effort when beaten 2.25L into fourth over 2400m last time. More needed.  

4. ASSONANCE - Beaten 3.5L into fourth over 2000m earlier and can be 

involved if showing best form.  

5. VABELLINO SUCCES - Six runs without a win this campaign but is 

unexposed at this journey and could have more to offer.  

6. DILBER - Out of form this year and needs the switch to this longer distance 

to bring about improvement.  

7. PEAGEOISE D'AUMONT - Still a maiden after ten starts and yet to find a 

place. Makes little appeal.  

8. CHIQUIT INDIAN - Likely to have needed the run after an absence earlier 

this month but would prefer to see more before considering.  

9. BOKER MAZAL - Two years without a victory and hard to recommend on 

recent runs this campaign.  

Summary 

VABELLINO SUCCES (5) is without a win this year. Though not previously 

having many opportunities could have more to offer at this trip. ASSONANCE 

(4) was not beaten far when fourth over 2000m. Could finish closer at this 

distance. ERMINA (2) was a winner two runs back however needs to prove she 

has the stamina for this journey. DILBER (6) could improve now trying longer 

trip for just the second time. 

Selections 

VABELLINO SUCCES (5) - ASSONANCE (4) - ERMINA (2) - DILBER (6)  
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Race 5 

1. LE BANDIT - Claiming win two runs back and may have found the drop to 

2000m against him next time. Could find a place.  

2. TOP BY COCOONING - Two wins this year have come in claiming races. 

Drops in trip having finished fourth over 3100m earlier this month. Not 

discounted.  

3. MYFRIENDRICH - Good record at this track and should appreciate the return 

to this distance having finished seventh at Ajaccio 2400m last month.  

4. FEUERLILIE - May not have stayed the distance over 3200m recently but 

needs a return to form if she is to be involved.  

5. MON JULES A MOI - Placed on previous two starts including when 4L third 

over 3100m at Pont De Vivaux. Place claims.  

6. DESERT WARRIOR - May have needed the run when last of sixteen earlier 

this month but prefer to watch on this occasion.  

7. BERUSKA - Class 4 winner two runs back but not at the same level next 

time. Has been given a break and likely to improve for the run.  

8. MONFRERE - Eight runs without success this campaign and others make 

more appeal in current form.  

9. COREMY - Yet to prove herself at this distance and was down the field last 

month. More needed.  

Summary 

MYFRIENDRICH (3) was not at his best when seventh in latest. Maintains a 

good record at this track and might go closer under these conditions. TOP BY 

COCOONING (2) finished fourth in a 3100m contest. Set to appreciate a return 

to this journey and is in the mix. MON JULES A MOI (5) found the frame on two 

previous outings including when third at Pont De Vivaux over 3100m. Not ruled 

out. LE BANDIT (1) proved unsuited to the trip in latest. May find a placing in 

this contest. 

Selections 

MYFRIENDRICH (3) - TOP BY COCOONING (2) - MON JULES A MOI (5) - 

LE BANDIT (1)  
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Race 6 

1. IMPROVISING - Out of form this year and does not have the best strike-rate. 

Can look elsewhere.  

2. RAJ DE BOISTRON - Has been off the track since December and is likely 

to need this first run back from an absence.  

3. EMPIRIC - Drops in grade having struggled to make an impact in Class 3 

recently. Could bounce back.  

4. JASPERS FLAG - Down the field in two runs since returning from a break. 

Should be fitter now and can be considered.  

5. ITS ALL CLASS - On a long losing run but produced a better effort when 

fourth at this track last month. Could build on that run.  

6. DESTINATA - Still a maiden but did not run badly when third at Pont De 

Vivaux 2000m earlier this month. Place claims.  

7. RIVIERA - Struggled to make an impact at this level recently and needs 

improvement to feature.  

8. CAMAYPAUCHA - Fair effort when last seen but has been off the track for 

ten months and will need to resume at the same level.  

9. DARK ROAD - Disappointing when last running in July. Prefer to watch on 

return.  

10. OR FIN - Well beaten at this track after an absence last month. Should 

prove fitter but plenty to find.  

11. FICHA LIMPIA - Longstanding maiden who looks likely to find this contest 

too competitive.  

Summary 

JASPERS FLAG (4) was unable to feature in two runs since a break. Might be 

fitter this time and holds claims if able to show best. CAMAYPAUCHA (8) has 

been off the track since finishing second at Pont De Vivaux last December. Not 

ruled out if returning at the same level. EMPIRIC (3) drops down from Class 3. 

May feature in this easier race. ITS ALL CLASS (5) is without a win for some 

time. Finishing fourth was a step in the right direction and can build on that 

effort. 
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Selections 

JASPERS FLAG (4) - CAMAYPAUCHA (8) - EMPIRIC (3) - ITS ALL CLASS 

(5) 


